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Abstract

Twitter has slowly but surely established it-
self as a forum for disseminating, analysing
and promoting NLP research. The trend
of researchers promoting work not yet peer-
reviewed (preprints) by posting concise sum-
maries presented itself as an opportunity to col-
lect and combine multiple modalities of data.
In scope of this paper, we (1) construct a dataset
of Twitter threads in which researchers promote
NLP preprints and (2) evaluate whether it is
possible to predict the popularity of a thread
based on the content of the Twitter thread, pa-
per content and user metadata. We experimen-
tally show that it is possible to predict popu-
larity of threads promoting research based on
their content, and that predictive performance
depends on modelling textual input, indicating
that the dataset could present value for related
areas of NLP research such as citation recom-
mendation and abstractive summarization.

1 Introduction

The now not-so-recent neural revolution caused a
widespread increase of interest in machine learning
research. Through improvements obtained across
the field by applying deep neural networks, ev-
ery application of machine learning became open
for researchers to publish work pushing pre-neural
boundaries, whether that work applied a neural
architecture to a problem (Kalchbrenner and Blun-
som, 2013; Sutskever et al., 2014), unveiled the
black box of deep neural networks (Simonyan et al.,
2014; Li et al., 2016) or coming up with a new ar-
chitecture altogether (He et al., 2016; Vaswani et al.,
2017). The rapid progress paved way for more re-
searchers to enter the field, which resulted in an
ever increasing volume of research work published
year by year.

The large volume of work meant that it is diffi-
cult for a single person to keep up to date with rele-
vant research. Thus, a need emerged for a platform
where work can be shared, filtered and discussed

Figure 1: Distribution of the number of preprints pub-
lished on arXiv under computational linguistics (cs.CL)
and preprints promoted on Twitter as per the data in our
dataset. Note that statistics for 2021 are incomplete.

on a scale larger than research labs. Twitter, a mi-
croblogging social network emerged as the chosen
forum. The otherwise prohibitive 280 character
limit on each post (“tweet”) can in this context be
viewed as a feature – it promotes succinctness and
discourages lengthy academic prose. A portion of
researchers accepted that promoting your academic
work on Twitter is something that you do – and if
done well, it is believed that your research pedigree
and citation count will increase. While this state-
ment has not yet been put to test, the increase of
posts promoting research work indicates that many
believe it (Figure 1).

Along with sharing a link to your paper, it is
common to provide a concise summary outlining
the main idea and contributions of your work in
form of a post thread. In scope of this paper we aim
to collect a dataset of Twitter threads promoting
research work and evaluate whether the popularity
of a post can be determined from the content of the
thread, paper, or user information. We would like
to emphasize that we do not believe that scientific
work being popular implies that the work itself is
good, but rather aim to analyse whether it is possi-
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ble to determine factors which lead to higher visibil-
ity. Researchers could then use findings from such
analysis to hopefully reach a broader audience.

2 Related Work

Predicting popularity of messages is a straightfor-
ward task from the perspective of machine learning
and has been framed both as a regression (Lam-
pos et al., 2014) and classification problem (Hong
et al., 2011; Jenders et al., 2013; Subramanian et al.,
2018; Fiok et al., 2020), while work on information
cascades (Zhao et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017; Zhou
et al., 2021) focuses on modeling the entire lifetime
of a post as a point process.

Work in the area of computational linguistics
mainly focuses on analysing the underlying causes
of popularity: Tan et al. (2014) evaluate whether
wording affects popularity of posts and find a num-
ber of patterns which popular posts adhere to, Jaech
et al. (2015) analyse how use of language gets
people involved in online discussions, while ap-
proaches such as Karimi et al. (2016) and Zarezade
et al. (2017) aim to help users reach a larger audi-
ence. Only recently has the effect of social media
on collaboration between researchers been anal-
ysed (Gorska et al., 2020) although there have been
indications that younger generations of scholars
prefer using social media to foster collaboration
(Murthy and Lewis, 2015) – which also might re-
late to the newly discovered phenomenon of prefer-
ence for citing recent work (Bollmann and Elliott,
2020).

3 Dataset

When constructing our dataset, we limit ourselves
to posts promoting academic research in the field of
NLP on Twitter in English language. This choice
was motivated by two reasons: (1) we believe that
for a popularity prediction model to be successful,
the domain should be narrow and (2) as all authors
of this paper are involved in NLP research, we have
a deep personal interest in whether it is possible
to determine what constitutes a “good” post which
promotes academic reseach on social media.

We first selected a set of NLP researcher Twit-
ter users, which we then manually validated. We
then fetched all posts of these users that contained
a link which resolved on arXiv1, and then selected
a subset of these posts which formed threads con-
taining comments from the same root user. The

1https://arxiv.org/

latter step was done to avoid bot accounts which
automatically share all preprints and as an attempt
to ensure that threads contain a summary of the
paper referred to. Nevertheless, these simple rules
are by no means exhaustive. It is likely that the
dataset contains threads from users which do not
summarize the paper, while it definitely contains
summaries written by users that are not authors
of the paper. While we considered manually val-
idating each thread, we chose not to as doing so
would make scaling the dataset in the future infea-
sible. For the sake of space, we omit the detailed
description of dataset construction to Appendix A.

3.1 Data Feature Groups

Once finalized, our NLP preprint popularity
dataset2 (henceforth NLPOP) consists of four dis-
tinct input feature groups: (1) the preprint title and
abstract text, encoded separately (PAPER), (2) the
Twitter thread text (THREAD), (3) Twitter user bi-
ographical data (BIO) and (4) numeric metadata
features (NUM) of the user profile and the Twitter
thread. It also contains two target variables: (1) the
number of likes and (2) the number of retweets.

The first three feature groups consist of textual
data, but differ in style and content. The preprint ti-
tle and abstract contain the academic style writeup
of the research work, the thread text consists of
a brief summary which elaborates the key points
of the paper in a more informal manner, while the
biographical data is a personal description of the
researcher. The numeric features consist of various
metadata which might be useful for the prediction
of the model pertaining to either the user: (1) ac-
count creation timestamp, (2,3) number of follow-
ers and followings, (4) number of tweets for that
user, (5) number of favourites and (6) the number
of lists the user is in; or pertaining to the tweet: (7)
tweet creation timestamp, and (8) the hour of day
(in UTC) the tweet was posted at.

We summarize the statistics of the dataset in
Table 1. We do not propose a single pre-made
dataset split as multiple ways the dataset could be
split exist, which we comment on in Appendix B.

4 Methodology

We will first define the notion of popularity. While
some other works (Tan et al., 2014; Zhao et al.,
2015) have considered only the final number of

2The dataset is available at https://github.com/
lobadic/nlpop
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Dataset size 2292
Distinct users 858

Feature Avg. Std.
Likes 65.6 124.2
Retweets 15.3 36.6

BIO∗ 5.7 5.7
PAPER∗ 218.8 195.6
THREAD∗ 149.0 157.9

Table 1: Dataset statistics. For textual features (anno-
tated with ∗) the average and standard deviation pertain
to length in words. Statistics for the number of likes and
retweets are computed on raw scores.

reshares (retweets) as the popularity criterion, we
also consider predicting the number of likes a post
receives (Jenders et al., 2013) as another task.

4.1 Task Formulation

As both of our target variables are numeric, a natu-
ral course of action is to approach the task as regres-
sion (Lampos et al., 2014). However, if the exact
value of the target variable is not relevant, it is com-
mon to transform the problem into classification by
defining thresholds for popularity categories (Fiok
et al., 2020).

Regression. Treating the problem as regression
(REG) preserves more information from the target
variable as we avoid the lossy transformation into
a categorical variable. Due to large differences
in scale of the output variables, we first scale the
target variable by applying the natural logarithm
and use the mean squared error (MSE) as the crite-
rion. A task trained this way is still evaluated as a
classification task by performing the same transfor-
mation into discrete classes on the outputs of the
regression model.

Classification. In our case, we follow (Fiok et al.,
2020) and opt for the three-class approach (CLF),
where the classes: “not popular”, “popular” and
“very popular” are determined as the lower quartile
(bottom 25%), the middle 50% and the top quartile
(top 25%). We compute the values for the thresh-
olds on the training split of the dataset.

Ordinal classification. Apart from the informa-
tion lost in the transformation, another downside of
the classification approach is that discrete classes
do not retain ordinal information. To this end, we
adopt the approach from Frank and Hall (ORD;
2001) and transform the discrete classes into ordi-

nal labels. In this approach, N classes are encoded
as a binary vector of length N − 1, where each
bit being set indicates that the target variable is
greater than the treshold for that class. Thus, if a
bit is set, all the less significant bits also have to be
set3. Using this approach, the model will learn to
model the order between classes – as the popularity
increases, the model has to set that many more bits
in the output prediction.

4.2 Preprocessing

When preprocessing text inputs, we use spaCy4

for tokenization, filter punctuation tokens, replace
hyperlinks with <URL> and separate posts in a
thread with <SEP>. We consider only the 10000
most frequent word tokens for the models which
do not use a pre-trained vocabulary and truncate
sequences longer than 512 tokens. The numeric
features are scaled to the [0, 1] interval using scikit-
learn’s5 MinMaxScaler.

We split the dataset in proportions of 0.7 : 0.1 :
0.2 for the train, validation and test set, respectively.
When splitting, we ensure that each user exists
in only one of the splits to prevent information
leakage via profile information. We attempt to
ensure that the distribution of target variables is as
similar as possible by running 10000 random splits
with different seeds and choosing the one where
the means and standard deviations have minimal
difference between the splits.

4.3 Models

We consider three model families of text encoders
with increasing complexity: an IDF-weighted aver-
aging approach (AVG; Ramos et al., 2003), a GRU-
based encoder model (RNN; Cho et al., 2014) and a
pretrained RoBERTa-large model (BERT; Liu et al.,
2019). For simplicity, we always use the same text
encoder to encode all textual input features. In the
AVG and RNN models, the word inputs are initial-
ized to 300-dimensional GloVe embeddings (Pen-
nington et al., 2014). Due to the small scale of the
dataset, we do not fine-tine the ROBERTA encoder,
but use the encodings from the last layer as-is. To
obtain a fixed-size representation, we consider av-
eraging the embeddings, pooling them using the

3Concretely, for our three-class approach, the vector [00]
would correspond to the “not popular” class, the lowermost bit
[01] would indicate that the instance is “popular”, while both
bits being set [11] corresponds to the “very popular” class.

4https://spacy.io/
5https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
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# Likes # Retweets
Feature groups AVG RNN BERT AVG RNN BERT
NUM 39.14 37.10
BIO 36.90 40.58 40.19 35.45 34.59 37.34
PAPER 29.92 29.32 39.06 40.12 24.24 42.52
THREAD 46.65 23.17 54.43 41.19 21.96 53.14
NUM, BIO 40.82 37.22 42.29 35.06 41.07 40.11
NUM, THREAD 49.25 37.90 53.78 46.59 31.22 51.68
THREAD, PAPER 41.44 24.56 54.28 38.72 24.52 50.91
BIO, THREAD 47.82 39.36 55.93 39.28 34.53 50.85
NUM, BIO, THREAD 47.13 39.40 56.23 42.03 37.17 52.35
ALL 44.82 40.12 58.59 45.88 31.40 51.69

Table 2: Overall best performing models across all considered training tasks for different feature sets. Scores
reported are 100×macro-F1. Best scores in each column are boldfaced, best scores in each row are underlined.

pretrained pooler or taking the encodings of the
SEP or CLS tokens. The encoded outputs of each
considered input feature group are concatenated
and used as inputs to a MLP classifier. For the sake
of space, we detail considered hyperparameters of
all models in Appendix C.

5 Results

When reporting results, we will mainly be looking
to answer the following questions: (1) do more
complex text encoders improve prediction perfor-
mance?; (2) which feature groups improve the per-
formance the most?; (3) which task type suits the
problem the most?; and (4) in which cases do the
models make mistakes? We do not report exhaus-
tive ablation combinations for the sake of space
and as the unreported combinations perform worse.

To answer the first two questions, we perform
an ablation study and report the results in Table 2.
Here, we can immediately notice that BERT-based
models perform the best, indicating that content
does matter for popularity. Secondly, we can see
that the RNN model performs the worst. We believe
this is caused by the relatively small size of the
dataset and the fact that the recurrent encoders need
to be trained from scratch, which causes the model
to frequently overfit.

Analysing the effect of feature groups, we can
see that the THREAD itself performs the best in
isolation for both target variables, except for RNN
models – indicating that a good summary influ-
ences the popularity the most. When analysing the
THREAD features in combination with other feature
groups for the LIKE prediction case, the BIO of-
fers the most improvement, with PAPER the second
most important group, indicating that paper con-
tent matters for popularity. For the RETWEET case,
surprisingly, adding any feature group diminishes

# Likes # Retweets
Task AVG RNN BERT AVG RNN BERT
REG 38.4 35.5 48.4 43.5 29.1 45.6
CLF 49.3 40.6 58.6 46.6 34.6 53.1
ORD 40.8 37.2 54.6 44.0 31.9 52.4

Table 3: Overall best performing models for different
task types. Scores reported are 100×macro-F1. Best re-
sults in each column boldfaced, best overall underlined.

the performance of the BERT model, emphasizing
the fact that the content of the thread is the most
discriminative feature for determining popularity.

Analysing the effect of the task formulation, in
Table 3 we can see that the classification task per-
forms best overall, although ordinal classification
is the close second for BERT-based models.

Finally, we aim to understand whether the mod-
els are able to understand the class boundaries. To
this end, we will take a look at the confusion matri-
ces of the best performing models for the #likes
(Table 4) and #retweets (Table 5) prediction
tasks. In both tables, we can immediately see
that the models generally only make mistakes in
neighboring classes – indicating that although some
cases might be borderline, the notion of popularity
can be estimated from the input features. Further-
more, we can notice that the majority of the errors
made are on the boundary between the first two
classes, where the distinction between classes is
made for a comparatively smaller value of the tar-
get variable. We believe that the fuzzy boundary
between the two classes causes issues to the model,
and in future work we aim to explore whether it is
possible to set a clearer boundary.

6 Conclusion

We have introduced NLPOP: a novel dataset for pop-
ularity prediction which combines Twitter thread
data, academic paper content and biographical user
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y = 0 y = 1 y = 2

ŷ = 0 61 49 9

ŷ = 1 53 171 19

ŷ = 2 11 35 48

Table 4: The confusion matrix of the best performing
model (BERT-CLF) on the # Likes prediction task. True
classes (y) are represented in columns, predicted classes
ŷ in rows. Class 0 corresponds to “not popular”, 1 to
“popular” and 2 to “very popular”, respectively.

y = 0 y = 1 y = 2

ŷ = 0 57 68 7

ŷ = 1 40 156 28

ŷ = 2 5 52 43

Table 5: The confusion matrix of the best performing
model (BERT-CLF) on the # Retweets prediction task.
True classes (y) are represented in columns, predicted
classes ŷ in rows. Class 0 corresponds to “not popular”,
1 to “popular” and 2 to “very popular”, respectively.

features. After carrying out ablation studies on
input feature sets we have determined that, while
the thread text is the most discriminative input, the
content of the academic paper is also indicative of
popularity measured in the number of likes. We
believe that our dataset will grow at a significant
pace over time and that in the future, it could be
used to augment data in citation recommendation,
as well as an evaluation dataset for abstractive sum-
marization systems.

For future work, we aim to widen the pool of con-
sidered users by automating the manual validation
process and plan on ensuring that the person pro-
moting the work is an author of the paper – which
could improve the quality of the summary. In scope
of the paper we focused on presenting a proof-of-
concept study, aiming to determine whether it is
feasible to predict popularity of Twitter posts based
on content, and whether such a dataset of signif-
icant size can be collected. We believe we have
sufficiently demonstrated the quality of the dataset
and the feasibility of the task to indicate its value
for related NLP research areas.
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A Dataset construction details

To start the dataset construction process, we needed
to create a set of Twitter accounts which we knew
belonged to NLP researchers. Our initial set of
users consisted of the Twitter followings of one
of the authors (175 users). We then expanded this
set by fetching users whose Twitter biographies
contained a NLP keyword (NLP, CL or their ex-
pansions) and a general AI keyword (ML, AI or
their expansions; to ensure that we avoid neuro-
linguistic programming), which yielded 608 new
users. We then manually validated the collected
users to ensure quality, where after removing 26
users a total of 757 remained in the initial set.

We further expanded this initial set of users by
fetching all the followers and followings of each
user in the initial set (yielding a pool of 1.14M
users). We then applied a similar filtering proce-
dure, but retaining users which had a NLP keyword
in their Twitter biography, resulting in 7851 new
candidate users. This candidate set was once more
manually verified, resulting in 7079 new users and
a total of 7836 accounts in the final set (USERS).

In the next step we aimed to retrieve the posts
of USERS which promote research work. To do
this, we fetched only the posts which contained a
link leading to arXiv6, where it is categorized in
the Computation and Language (cs.CL) category,
either as the primary or secondary category. From
these posts, we selected only the ones that formed

6https://arxiv.org/
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Name Value(s)
Max epochs 100
Optimizer Adam
Patience 15
Batch size 32

AVG
Vocabulary size 10000
Learning rate [1e−4, 5e−4, 1e−5, 5e−5]
Freeze embeddings True
Classifier hidden [512, 256]

RNN
Vocabulary size 10000
Learning rate [1e−4, 5e−4]
Max seq length 512
Freeze embeddings [True, False]
GRU hidden [128, 300]
GRU dropout 0.3
GRU layers 2
Bidirectional True
Classifier hidden [300]

BERT

Learning rate [1e−4, 5e−4, 1e−5, 5e−5]
Max seq length 512
Classifier hidden [512, 256]
Freeze model True
Pooling strategy [AVG, POOL, CLS, SEP]

Table 6: Hyperparameters of Considered Models

a thread (had more than one comment) in order
to attempt to ensure that a brief description is pro-
vided by the person posting the link, and to avoid
automated accounts which merely share the links
to newly submitted papers on arXiv. We selected
threads as the root post and all consecutive replies
by the original poster to themselves. This selection
process resulted in 2292 threads written by 858
distinct users. For each of these threads, we also re-
trieve the title and abstract of the preprint on arXiv.
We further augment the dataset with Twitter bio-
graphical user data and thread metadata retrieved
via the Twitter API7. The dataset was last updated
on the 19th of October 2021.

B Dataset Splits

When splitting the dataset, there is a number of
options we considered. We started with a com-
pletely random split as an initial step to be able to
determine whether more intelligent ways of split-
ting the dataset improve performance by reducing
bias (RANDOM). Our next step was to ensure that
there is no user overlap between the dataset splits,
attempting to minimize information leakage and
the models overfitting to user data (USERS). This
procedure, however, yielded imbalanced splits with

7https://developer.twitter.com/en/
docs/twitter-api

respect to the target variables. To mitigate this is-
sue, we resorted to a random search, where we ran
the same splitting procedure 10000 times with dif-
ferent random seeds and selected the splits with
minimal difference between the mean and standard
deviations of the target variables (USERS-DIST).
The determined thresholds for classes are [0, 9) for
“not popular”, [9, 71) for “popular” and [71,∞)
for the “very popular” class in the like prediction
scenario, while the respective thresholds are [0, 2),
[2, 16) and [16,∞) for the retweet prediction sce-
nario.

C Model Hyperparameters

When running our models, we fix some hyperpa-
rameters using manual tuning to reduce the search
space and perform an exhaustive search over the
remaining combinations. The full set of hyperpa-
rameters for all models is listed in Table 6. The
best hyperparameters were selected with respect to
model performance on the validation split, where
F1 was the metric for classification models and
MSE for regression models. All experiments were
ran on four Nvidia GTX 1080 graphics cards.
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